Proper water management is vital to ensuring successful performance of proton exchange membrane fuel cells. The effectiveness of the direct liquid water injection scheme and the interdigitated flow field design towards providing adequate gas humidification to maintain membrane optimal hydration and alleviating the mass transport limitations of the reactants and electrode flooding is investigated. It is found that the direct liquid water injection used in conjunction with the interdigitated flow fields as a humidification technique is an extremely effective method of water management. The forced flow-through-the-electrode characteristic of the interdigitated flow field 1) provides higher transport rates of reactant and products to and from the inner catalyst layers, 2) increases the hydration state and conductivity of the membrane by bringing its anode/membrane interface in direct contact with liquid water, and 3) increases the cell tolerance limits for excess injected liquid water, which could be used to provide simultaneous evaporative cooling. Experimental results show substantial improvements in performance as a result of these improvements.
INTRODUCTION
Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM) fuel cells are becoming more popular as direct electrical energy conversion devices because of their high efficiency and simplicity in design and operation made possible by the use of a proton conducting membrane as the electrolyte. Some attractive characteristics of the PEM fuel cells include CO 2 tolerance, self-starting at low temperatures, and low-cost construction materials. The attractiveness of this fuel cell system has increased significantly with improvements in many areas. However, the system is still not fully optimized in terms of performance to be competitive with the principal competitor, the combustion engine.
Improvements in the performance area can be identified by evaluating the polarization curve of a fuel cell. See Figure 1 . This curve can be separated into three regions. The sharp voltage drop of the first region associated with the activation resistance is attributed to the type of catalyst and the catalyst surface area that is in contact with the electrolyte and the electrical network in the electrode and is accessible to the reacting gases. Lowering this resistance will raise the whole polarization curve. The gradual drop in voltage of the second region, known as the ohmic voltage loss, is attributed to the electronic, ionic and contact resistance of the components within the electrical network of the fuel cell such as the electrodes, membrane and current collecting components. Lowering this resistance will raise the polarization curve and reduce the slope of the curve resulting in higher power densities at higher energy efficiencies.
The sharp voltage drop of the third region, known as the voltage loss associated with the mass transport resistance, is attributed to concentration polarization, which occurs as a result of the depletion of the reactant at the reaction interface as its transport to the reaction sites fails to keep up with the reaction rate. This phenomenon is especially severe at the cathode of the fuel cell where oxygen is the reactant because of the presence of liquid water within the porous structure of the electrode and on the catalyst/membrane surface. This liquid water, which is the product of the cathodic reaction and proton transport from the anode, acts as an additional barrier to the transport of oxygen to the reaction sites. Minimizing this resistance will allow the ohmic region to be extended resulting in much higher power densities.
Voltage loss in the first region can be reduced by using catalysts with lower activation resistance or increasing the catalyst surface available for reaction per unit volume of electrode.
Currently, platinum is the best catalyst available. Efforts of sputtering the catalyst onto the surface of the electrode that is later hot pressed onto the membrane and mixing the catalystsubstrate with the membrane ionomer into an ink and applying it directly onto the membrane have resulted in significant improvements in the fuel cell performance and major reduction in the catalyst loading, from as high as 5 mg Pt/cm 2 to 0.2 mg Pt/cm 2 , [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Note that the voltage loss caused by gas crossover can be minimized by using a thicker membrane and keeping the membrane well hydrated. However, reduction in voltage loss by gas crossover by using a thicker membrane must be considered against the additional ohmic voltage loss of a thicker membrane.
Voltage loss in the second region has been successfully reduced by humidifying the reactant gases, especially the anode gas, and employing thinner membranes and membranes with lower ionic and water transport resistances. [7] [8] [9] Figure 2 shows some of various humidification schemes that could be used to humidify the anode gas (and the cathode gas if air is used).
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Note that these examples are in no way exhaustive. The conventional design involves supplying water-saturated reactant gas streams, which are typically achieved by passing the gas streams through a column of water. In this case, the amount of water that can be brought into the cell will therefore depend on the humidification temperature. Low temperatures result in low water partial pressures, while high temperatures result in low reactant partial pressures. In contrast, the vapor injection design calls for complex electrode designs, possibly consisting of porous backing plates for continuous water addition along the flow channels. Components for this scheme would be more expensive to construct and difficult to incorporate into a stack of cells. 11 The recirculation design would also be satisfactory, however, this method requires an external piece of equipment to recirculate the gas. Of these four examples, the direct liquid water injection approach appears most attractive because of its simplicity and efficiency . This approach allows more water to be introduced into the reaction compartment to keep the membrane hydrated than that possible by just saturating the incoming gas streams. That is, as water in the form of vapor is lost from the anode gas by the net transport of water from the anode to the cathode (electro-osmosis minus back diffusion), more water can be generated by the evaporation of liquid water. Furthermore, this liquid water evaporation provides simultaneous cooling to the cell and can be used as a very effective thermal management system. However, application of the direct liquid water injection in PEM fuel cells had been very difficult because excessive amounts lead to electrode flooding. The direct liquid water injection scheme was first tried in 1989 but was quickly dropped because of the problems just mentioned. 12 Recently, with the development of the interdigitated flow field (to be described further below), it was tried again and found to work very well.
The last voltage loss region associated with mass transport limitation has not been fully addressed. So far it has been solved indirectly by raising the gas pressure (increasing the local concentrations) and partially by raising the gas stoichiometric flow rates which result in lower energy efficiencies. Recently, a new flow field design called the interdigitated flow field was developed to address this problem directly. 13, 14 See Figures 3 and 4 . By forcing the gas to flow into the electrodes in order to exit as compared to flowing over the surface of the electrodes in a "conventional" flow field, the transport of the reactant and product gases to and from the catalyst layers are converted from a diffusion mechanism to a forced convection mechanism. As a result, the diffusion (stagnant) layer is reduced from the whole electrode thickness consisting of the catalyst layer and macro-porous backing layer to a much thinner combined catalyst and boundary layer. Furthermore, the shear force of this gas flow helps to remove a large amount of the liquid water that is entrapped in the inner layers of the electrode, thereby significantly reducing the electrode flooding problem. 14 The forced-flow-through characteristic created by the interdigitated flow field also enables the cell to handle two-phase (liquid water and reactant gas) flow allowing the direct liquid water injection scheme to be used effectively. By introducing liquid water directly into the anode and allowing it to contact the anode membrane interface provides an additional benefit of possibly higher membrane hydration and therefore higher conductivity. It has been found that membranes immersed in liquid water have higher water contents than those in contact with water vapor. 15 Finally, it is important to point out that the effectiveness of the direct liquid water injection scheme has been theoretically evaluated and proven by mathematical models. 10, 16 This paper reports experimental results on the effectiveness of the direct liquid water injection scheme and the interdigitated flow field design in improving the performance of proton exchange membrane fuel cells.
EXPERIMENTAL
The fuel cell used in this study consists of two copper bus plates to collect the current, 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results presented in this paper are intended to be an expanded, more detailed analysis pure oxygen was used as the cathode reactant will be presented first followed by those where air was used as the cathode reactant.
Liquid Water Injection with Oxygen as the Cathode Gas:
Upon examining Figures 5 and 6 , the most striking feature is the marked performance improvement achieved simply by providing optimal humidification to the anode. Drastic improvements were observed at 80°C and 1 atm abs using either type of flow field design as the cathode water flow rate was held constant and the anode water flow rate was increased. As would be expected, the worst performance was seen for both designs when the hydrogen stream was not humidified. For every anode water flow rate, the interdigitated design yielded superior performance over the conventional design, and the optimized maximum power This finding is explained by the fact that the interdigitated design provides more uniform reactant supply and at a higher rate to the reactive interface than the conventional design. 14 In addition, at the anode side, having liquid water that is carried by the gas stream in direct contact with the electrode and membrane interface provides more water for electro-osmosis without flooding the anode catalyst layer, higher membrane water content, and, consequently, higher membrane conductivity. 15 At the cathode side, the dead-ended flow channels cause the electrode layer to be continuously purged of liquid water, a benefit not physically possible with conventional flow channels. These points are further solidified by the fact that the region of mass transfer limitations was reached at much lower current densities with conventional flow fields, indicated by the steeper slopes at the end of the voltage curves in Figure 5 and the peaks of the power density curves in Figure 6 . When the interdigitated design was used, only the trial where the hydrogen stream was not humidified was the maximum power density reached. In contrast, all trials but one reached the mass transfer region when the conventional design was One could have suspected that the pressure drop across these flow field shoulders (area of flow field in electrical contact with the electrode) to be high, and if that was the case, the increase in performance could be attributed to the higher pressure. On the contrary, we found the pressure drop to be minimal. For the high stoichiometric flow rates used here, the pressure drop across a 1 mm shoulder were measured at approximately 0.067 atm for the hydrogen side and 0.08 atm for the oxygen side, respectively. That is, for a small 7-8% increase in pressure we get from 30% to over 100% increase in performance. We attribute this small pressure drop to the highly porous structure of the carbon fiber cloth used and the short shoulder length over which the gas must travel. Of course, when air is used instead of oxygen the pressure drop will be 5 times higher, which is still a small penalty. Shown in Figures 9 and 10 are the results of the anode water injection study performed at 60°C and 1 atm abs using a MEA which has a membrane thickness of 20 µm. Simply reducing the membrane thickness had multiple effects on the cell performance. However, the general trends of improved performance of the interdigitated design over the conventional design and increased performance with increasing anode water flow rate remain steadfastly in tact. Even though the operating temperature was reduced by 20°C, the performance improved in every trial shown in Figure 9 over the corresponding trial shown in Figure 5 , especially of those with no humidification and of the convention flow field design. Consequently, the improvement in performance from using conventional flow fields and no anode water (about 0.35 W/cm 2 ) to using interdigitated flow fields and optimized anode water injection (about 0.59
) decreased to about 68% as compared to 170% for the case with thicker membranes.
These observations are explained by the fact that a thinner membrane translates into shorter distance for back diffusion of water from the cathode to the anode to counter balance the water that is lost by electro-osmosis, thus reducing the need for adequate anode gas humidification. Consequently, cells with no humidification and conventional flow fields benefited greatly from this higher back diffusion rate, and even cells with direct liquid water injection and interdigitated flow fields showed some improvement from this benefit. All cells showed lower membrane ionic resistance (represented by the lower slopes in the ohmic region), which can be attributed in this case to both higher membrane hydration and its thinness. Finally, flooding of the cathode when conventional flow fields were used was also alleviated because of the higher back-diffusion rates of water to the anode, which is shown in Figure 10 in that none of the conventional flow field power density curves reached their peaks.
Liquid Water Injection with Air Cathode:
When air is used as the cathode reactant at the same pressure (i.e., 1 atm abs), a much higher mass flow rate must be used (about 4.76 times greater) to have the same mass of oxygen as a pure oxygen feed stream due to nitrogen presence. Furthermore, the partial pressure of oxygen is much lower, and the reactivity at the cathode is therefore reduced. The major effect on cell humidification when air is used instead of pure oxygen is that the higher mass flow rate dehydrates the MEA especially when the air stream is not humidified. With more water transported out of the cathode layer with the exit stream because of the higher mass flow rate, the direction of water diffusion across the membrane could change to the same direction as electro-osmosis (towards the cathode), which would further dehydrate the MEA. 10, 16 Cathode humidification then becomes important both to promote back diffusion of water to the anode and to prevent dehydration at the cathode membrane interface. When dry air is used, membrane dehydration is expected to be most severe at region near the cell inlet, (the region of most importance because the electrode reaction rate could be at its highest level because of the high reactant concentration) for both flow field designs. Furthermore, membrane dehydration is expected to be even more severe for interdigitated flow field because dry air is forced to flow deeply into the electrode layers. This effect has been predicted earlier by mathematical models 10, 16 and confirmed experimentally here. ). Solid performance improvement was also obtained for each design solely from optimizing the anode water flow rate. About 320% and 510% improvement, respectively, in maximum power density was obtained with the conventional and interdigitated flow fields from when no anode water was injected to when the anode water flow rate was optimized (see Figure 12) . For every trial shown in Figure 11 , the mass transfer region of operation was still reached with the conventional design well before it was reached with the interdigitated design.
The air performance shown in Figures 11 and 12 illustrates two main disparities from the oxygen performance shown in Figures 5 and 6 . First, the combination of relatively dry air and dry hydrogen caused the membrane to dehydrate more severely, and the cell performance suffered greatly as a consequence of increased membrane resistivity as shown by the much poor performance of the no anode humidification cases in Figure 11 . Once liquid water was added to the cell, the performance for both flow field designs increased significantly 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The interdigitated design shows superior performance over the conventional design, due to its enhanced transport capabilities, for all cases whether air or pure oxygen is used as the cathode reactant. Using the interdigitated flow fields prolongs the point at which the mass transfer region of operation is reached, i.e., it is reached at higher current densities. The anode stream can handle a higher water flow rate with the interdigitated flow fields than with the conventional ones. Generally, anode humidification is more significant to achieving high cell performance than cathode humidification and results in greater performance improvement when optimized. Liquid water injection when used with the interdigitated flow field design is an extremely effective water management scheme. Using the higher liquid water tolerance levels offered by the interdigitated flow fields, excess injected liquid water could be used as a heat removal scheme for PEM fuel cells.
Effects of MEA type, membrane thickness, and catalyst layer thickness on liquid water injection must be systematically investigated before it can be completely determined if an optimum range of ratios of mass of liquid water to mass of reactant gas exists. Experiments quantifying the effects and potential benefits of liquid water injection on heat removal should be conducted to further illuminate the relationship between heat and water management.
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